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MINIMAL RATIONAL CURVES ON WONDERFUL GROUP
COMPACTIFICATIONS
MICHEL BRION AND BAOHUA FU
Abstract. Consider a simple algebraic group G of adjoint type, and its wonderful
compactification X . We show that X admits a unique family of minimal rational
curves, and we explicitly describe the subfamily consisting of curves through a
general point. As an application, we show that X has the target rigidity property
when G is not of type A1 or C.
1. Introduction
Throughout this note, we consider algebraic varieties over the field of complex
numbers. For a uniruled projective manifold X , let RatCurvesn(X) denote the nor-
malization of the space of rational curves on X (see [Ko, II.2.11]). Every irreducible
component K of RatCurvesn(X) is a (normal) quasi-projective variety equipped with
a quasi-finite morphism to the Chow variety of X ; the image consists of the Chow
points of irreducible, generically reduced rational curves. Also, there is a universal
family U with projections ρ : U → K, µ : U → X , and ρ is a P1-bundle (for these
results, see [Ko, II.2.11, II.2.15]).
For any x ∈ X , let Ux := µ−1(x) and Kx := ρ(Ux); then K is called a family of
minimal rational curves ifKx is non-empty and projective for a general point x. There
is a rational map τ : Kx 99K PTx(X) (the projective space of lines in the tangent
space at x) that sends any curve which is smooth at x to its tangent direction. The
closure of the image of τ is denoted by Cx and called the variety of minimal rational
tangents (VMRT) at the point x. By [HM2, Thm. 1] and [Ke, Thm. 3.4], composing
τ with the normalization map Knx → Kx yields the normalization of Cx. Also, K
n
x is a
union of components of the variety RatCurvesn(x,X) defined in [Ko, II.2.11.2], and
hence is smooth for x ∈ X very general by [Ko, II.3.11.5].
The projective geometry of Cx ⊂ PTx(X) encodes many geometric properties of X ,
and may be used effectively for solving a number of problems on uniruled varieties
(see e.g. [Hw]). When X has Picard number one, the VMRT has been determined in
many cases, including the homogeneous manifolds G/P , where G is a simple linear
algebraic group and P a maximal parabolic subgroup (see [HM1, Prop. 1] for the case
where P corresponds to a long simple root, and [HM3, Prop. 3.5], [HM4, Prop. 3.2.1,
Prop. 8.1.3] for the remaining cases; see also [LM, Thm. 4.8]). But very few examples
with large Picard number are known. The case of complete toric manifolds is worked
out in [CFH], where it is shown that such a manifold may admit several families of
minimal rational curves.
The aim of this note is to study minimal rational curves on wonderful compacti-
fications of semisimple algebraic groups of adjoint type. For any such group G, De
Concini and Procesi introduced in [dCP] its wonderful compactification X . This is
a projective manifold equipped with an action of G × G and containing G as an
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open orbit (where G× G acts on G by left and right multiplication). Moreover, the
boundary X \ G is a union of ℓ irreducible divisors D1, · · · , Dℓ with smooth normal
crossings, where ℓ is the rank of G, and the G × G-orbit closures in X are exactly
the partial intersections Di1 ∩ · · · ∩Dis .
The manifold X is rational, since so is G; moreover, X is Fano with Picard number
ℓ. Also, by homogeneity, the VMRT at every point x of the open orbit G is well-
defined and independent of x. We may thus choose for x the neutral element of
G, called the base point of X ; then Tx(X) is the Lie algebra g of G. The isotropy
group of x in G × G is G embedded diagonally; it acts on Tx(X) via the adjoint
representation, and the induced action on Pg stabilizes the VMRT Cx.
We may now state the main result of this note:
Theorem 1.1. Let X be the wonderful compactification of a simple algebraic group
G of adjoint type. Then
(i) There exists a unique family of minimal rational curves K on X. Moreover, Kx
is smooth and the rational map τ : Kx 99K Cx is an isomorphism.
(ii) Cx is the closed G-orbit in Pg, if G is not of type A.
(iii) When G is of type Aℓ (ℓ ≥ 2), so that G = PGL(V ) for a vector space V of
dimension ℓ+1, the VMRT Cx is the image of PV ×PV ∗ under the Segre embedding
PV × PV ∗ → PEnd(V ), followed by the projection PEnd(V ) 99K P(End(V )/Cid) =
Pg with center x = [id].
The uniqueness of a family of minimal rational curves onX is somewhat surprising,
since X can have an arbitrary large Picard number. The key point is the uniqueness
of a B-stable irreducible curve through x, where B is a Borel subgroup of G acting
on X by conjugation (see Proposition 2.6 for a more general result). When G is
not of type A, it turns out that the VMRT has the same dimension as the closed
orbit in Pg, which implies claim (ii). When G = PGL(V ), we construct additional
minimal rational curves through x by using multiplicative one-parameter subgroups.
In contrast with the rational homogeneous manifolds, the wonderful compactification
X is not covered by lines when ℓ ≥ 2 (see Remark 3.6; when ℓ = 1, we have G = PGL2
and X ∼= P3, hence Kx ∼= P2 and Cx ∼= Pg).
In the general case, where G is no longer assumed simple, we have a unique de-
composition into simple factors,
(1.1) G = G1 × · · · ×Gm.
Then accordingly,
(1.2) X = X1 × · · · ×Xm,
where Xi denotes the wonderful compactification of Gi.
Proposition 1.2. With the above notation and assumptions, let K be a family of
minimal rational curves on X. Then K consists of curves on a unique factor Xi. In
particular, Cx is the VMRT of Xi at its base point.
As an application, we shall show that the wonderful group compactification X has
the Liouville property if G is simple and not of type A1 or C. This implies the target
rigidity property: for any such X and any projective variety Y , every deformation of
a surjective morphism f : Y → X comes from automorphisms of X .
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This note is organized as follows. In Section 2, we collect auxiliary results about
rational curves on almost homogeneous manifolds. Some special rational curves are
investigated in Section 3, namely, closures of multiplicative or additive one-parameter
subgroups in the wonderful compactification. Section 4 contains the proofs of Theo-
rem 1.1 and Proposition 1.2. Some geometric constructions of the minimal rational
curves are presented in Section 5, and the above application in the final Section 6.
Acknowledgments: We are very grateful to Jun-Muk Hwang, who initiated this
problem and also conceived the application. We would like to thank Ste´phane Druel,
Nicolas Perrin, Colleen Robles and Nanhua Xi for helpful discussions. Baohua Fu is
supported by National Scientific Foundation of China (11225106 and 11321101).
2. Some auxiliary results
Throughout this section, X denotes a projective manifold on which a connected
linear algebraic groupG acts with an open orbitX0, that is, X is almost homogeneous
under G. We choose a base point x ∈ X0 and denote by H ⊂ G its isotropy group;
the corresponding Lie algebras will be denoted by h ⊂ g. Thus, the orbit X0 = G · x
is identified with the homogeneous space G/H . Moreover, H acts on the tangent
space Tx(X) via the isotropy representation, identified to the quotient representation
p := g/h.
We begin with the following observation:
Lemma 2.1.
(i) Let f : P1 → X be a morphism which is birational over its image. If this image
meets X0, then f ∗(TX) is generated by its global sections.
(ii) Let K be a covering family of rational curves on X. Then Kx is smooth; moreover,
H acts on Kx and permutes transitively its components.
Proof. (i) follows from [Ko, II.3.11]. We give a direct proof in this particular case.
The G-action on X yields a map of sheaves OX ⊗ g → TX , which is surjective over
X0. So we obtain a generically surjective map OP1 ⊗ g → f
∗(TX). This yields the
assertion by using the fact that every vector bundle on P1 is a direct sum of line
bundles OP1(n), and the vanishing of H
0(P1,OP1(n)) for n < 0.
(ii) Let f as in (i). Then f is free in the sense of [Ko, II.3.1]; it follows that
Hom(P1, X) is smooth at f , by [Ko, II.3.5.4]. Thus, RatCurvesn(X) is smooth at its
point corresponding to f , in view of [Ko, II.2.15]. As a consequence, K is smooth at
any curve meeting X0.
Consider the universal family U with maps ρ : U → K, µ : U → X as in the
introduction. Then G acts on U and K; moreover, ρ and µ are equivariant. Thus,
U0 := µ−1(X0) (resp. K0 := ρ(U0)) is an open G-stable subset of U (resp. K).
Moreover, the restriction ρ0 : U0 → K0 is a P1-bundle. Since K0 is smooth, so is U0.
But U0 is the associated fiber bundle G×H Ux over X0 = G/H . Thus, Ux is smooth,
and hence so is Kx since Ux → Kx is a P1-bundle. Also, U0 is irreducible; thus, H
acts transitively on the set of components of Ux, or equivalently of Kx. 
Next, we obtain a key technical result:
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Lemma 2.2. Assume that H is reductive and the isotropy representation p is a
multiplicity-free sum of irreducible representations of h with linearly independent high-
est weights (e.g., p is irreducible as a representation of h). Let C ⊂ X be an irre-
ducible curve through x, stable under a Borel subgroup B ⊂ H, and set C0 := C∩X0.
Then
(i) C0 is smooth and B-equivariantly isomorphic to its tangent line L at x, which is
a highest weight line in p. Moreover, L determines C uniquely, and the stabilizer of
C in the neutral component H0 equals the stabilizer of L.
(ii) There exists an additive one-parameter subgroup u : Ga → G such that C =
u(Ga) · x.
Proof. (i) We first claim that C is not fixed pointwise by B. Indeed, the fixed point
locus (G/H)B equals (G/H)H
0
, since H0/B is complete and G/H is affine. Moreover,
sinceH0 is reductive, (G/H)H
0
is smooth and Tx(G/H)
H0 = (g/h)H
0
= ph. The latter
vanishes, since the highest weights of h in p are all nonzero. Thus, x is an isolated
fixed point of (G/H)B; this implies our claim.
By that claim, B has an open orbit in C0, say B · y. Thus, the isotropy subgroup
By ⊂ B has codimension 1.
Next, we choose a maximal torus T ⊂ B; then B = TU , where U ⊂ B denotes the
unipotent part. We claim that C is not fixed pointwise by T . Otherwise, T ⊂ By
and hence By = TUy, where Uy ⊂ U is a subgroup of codimension 1, normalized by
T . Moreover, T acts trivially on B/By ∼= U/Uy, and hence on its tangent space at
the base point. It follows that T has a non-zero fixed point in a quotient of the Lie
algebra of U . But this is impossible, since H is reductive.
Therefore, we may assume that T · y is open in C0. Since x ∈ C0 is T -fixed and
C0 is affine, it follows that x ∈ T · y; in particular, x ∈ H0 · y. So C0 is contained in
the fiber at x of the geometric invariant theory quotient G/H → H0\\G/H . By [L,
II.1, III.1], this fiber is H0-equivariantly isomorphic to the nilcone N of p (the fiber
at 0 of the quotient p→ p//H0). Thus, we may identify C0 with a B-stable curve L
in N . Moreover, C and L have the same stabilizer in H .
If U fixes C0 pointwise, then C0 is contained in pU . The latter is a multiplicity-free
representation of T with linearly independent weights. It follows that C0 is a highest
weight line in p.
We may thus assume that U acts nontrivially on C; equivalently, By does not
contain U . But By has codimension 1 in B, and hence contains a maximal torus of
B; so we may assume that y is fixed by T . Then x /∈ T · y, a contradiction.
(ii) Denote by λ the weight of B in L; then L is the weight space pUλ . Since H
is reductive, the projection g → g/h = p induces a surjective map gUλ → p
U
λ . So
we may choose ξ ∈ gUλ whose projection spans L. Since λ 6= 0, we see that ξ is
nilpotent, and hence defines an additive one-parameter subgroup u : Ga → G such
that b u(t) b−1 = u(λ(b)t) for all b ∈ B and t ∈ Ga. Thus, u(Ga) · x is an irreducible
B-stable curve with tangent line L at x. By uniqueness, this curve equals C. 
Remark 2.3. One may check that the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 hold for any
symmetric space G/H of adjoint type, i.e., G is semisimple of adjoint type and H is
the fixed point subgroup of an involutive automorphism of G. But these assumptions
are not satisfied when X is a toric variety (then G is a torus and H is trivial).
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Lemma 2.4. Consider a representation V of the additive group Ga, and a point
x ∈ P(V ) which is not fixed by Ga. Then the orbit map Ga → X, t 7→ t ·x extends to
an isomorphism f : P1 → Ga · x.
Proof. Clearly, f is bijective, and smooth at every t ∈ Ga. So it suffices to show that
f is smooth at ∞ as well.
Choose a representative v ∈ V of x. We may assume that V is spanned by the
orbit Ga · v. Also, V is a direct sum of indecomposable representations of Ga, and
these are of the form C[x, y]n (the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree n in
x, y), where Ga acts via (t · f)(x, y) := f(x, tx + y). Using a suitable projection,
we may assume that V = Vn; then v = a0x
n + · · · + anyn, where an 6= 0. So
t · v = (anxn)tn + (nanxn−1y + an−1xn)tn−1 + . . . In particular, the coefficients of tn
and tn−1 in t · v are both non-zero; this yields our assertion. 
Lemma 2.5. Let Y and Z be projective varieties equipped with an action of G, and
let f : Y → Z be a finite G-equivariant morphism. Assume that Z contains a unique
closed G-orbit Zmin and is equivariantly isomorphic to a subvariety of PV for some
finite-dimensional representation V of G. Then Y contains a unique closed G-orbit
Ymin as well. Moreover, Ymin is isomorphic to Zmin via f .
Proof. Choose a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G. Then the fixed point locus ZB ⊂ Z consists
of a unique point, z ∈ Zmin. Indeed, for any x ∈ ZB, the stabilizer Gx is a parabolic
subgroup of G, hence the orbit G · x is closed and (G · x)B consists of the point x.
Denote by U ⊂ B the unipotent part, and consider the fixed point locus ZU . Then
ZU is connected by [Ho, Thm. 6.2]; it is also B-stable, and B acts on ZU via its
quotient torus T = B/U . Moreover, (ZU)T = ZB consists of z only. As ZU is T -
equivariantly isomorphic to a subvariety of PV , it follows that ZU is just the point z
(indeed, for any x ∈ PV which is not fixed by T , the orbit closure T · x contains at
least 2 fixed points of T ).
Next, consider Y U : it is also connected, and finite since so is f . Thus, Y U is a
unique point, say y. So Y B is the point y as well, and Y contains a unique closed
G-orbit, namely, Ymin = G · y. Moreover, f restricts to a finite equivariant map
Ymin → Zmin = G · z. Since Gz (a parabolic subgroup of G) is connected, this implies
the assertion. 
We now come to the main result of this section:
Proposition 2.6. Assume that H is reductive, and the representation of h in p is
irreducible and non-trivial. Then
(i) There exists a unique family of minimal rational curves K on X.
(ii) Kx contains a unique closed orbit of H
0; it is isomorphic to the orbit of the highest
weight line in p.
(iii) Kx is smooth and connected.
(iv) µ× ρ : U → X ×K is a closed immersion (i.e., K consists of embedded curves).
Proof. (i) and (ii) Let K ⊂ RatCurvesn(X) be a family of minimal rational curves.
Consider the action of a Borel subgroup B ⊂ H on the projective variety Kx. By
construction, Kx has an equivariant finite morphism to the Chow variety of X . In
view of Lemma 2.2 and Borel’s fixed point theorem, the image of Kx contains a
unique closed H0-orbit: that of the Chow point of the irreducible B-stable curve C
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that corresponds to the highest weight line L in p. Applying Lemma 2.5, it follows
that Kx also contains a unique closed H0-orbit, isomorphic to that of L. This implies
that K is the family of deformations of C, and hence is unique.
(iii) The smoothness of Kx follows from Lemma 2.1, and the connectedness from
the fact that Kx contains a unique B-fixed point.
(iv) Let p2 : X × K → K denote the projection. Then p2 ◦ (µ × ρ) = ρ is proper
and flat. Applying [Ko, I.1.10.1] together with Borel’s fixed point theorem again, it
suffices to show that the restriction of µ to ρ−1(C) is a closed immersion, where C
denotes, as above, the irreducible B-stable curve through x. But this follows from
[Ko, II.3.5.4] together with Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, since C is the image of a closed
immersion f : P1 → X which is a free morphism. 
For later use, we also record the following easy result:
Lemma 2.7. Assume that H is reductive and the boundary ∂X := X \ X0 is a
unique G-orbit. Let Y be another G-equivariant compactification of G/H, where Y
is complete (possibly singular). Then there is a bijective morphism f : X → Y which
restricts to the identity on G/H.
Proof. Note that G/H is affine; thus, ∂X and ∂Y have pure codimension 1. Since
X is smooth and Y is complete, the identity map of G/H , viewed as a rational map
f : X 99K Y , is defined in codimension 1. As ∂X is homogeneous, it follows that f
is a morphism. Thus, ∂Y is a unique G-orbit and f restricts to a finite equivariant
map g : ∂X → ∂Y , hence g is an isomorphism. This implies that f is bijective. 
3. Closures of one-parameter subgroups
From now on, G denotes a semisimple linear algebraic group of adjoint type and
rank ℓ ≥ 2, and g the corresponding (semisimple) Lie algebra.
We first introduce some notation: we choose a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G as well as
a maximal torus T ⊂ B. Then B = TU , where U ⊂ B denotes the unipotent part.
We denote by R the root system of (G, T ) and by R+ ⊂ R the subset of positive
roots consisting of roots of B. The corresponding set of simple roots is denoted by
S = {α1, · · · , αℓ}; we use the ordering of simple roots as in [Bo]. The half-sum of
positive roots is denoted by ρ. Also, we denote byW the Weyl group, and by w0 ∈ W
the unique element that sends R+ to −R+; then w20 = 1 and −w0 stabilizes S.
The coroot of any α ∈ R is denoted by α∨; this is a one-parameter subgroup of
T . The coroots form the dual root system R∨. The pairing between characters and
one-parameter subgroups is denoted by 〈, 〉; we have 〈α, α∨〉 = 2 for any α ∈ R.
We denote by Λ the weight lattice, with the submonoid Λ+ of dominant weights,
and the fundamental weights ̟1, . . . , ̟ℓ. For any λ ∈ Λ+, we denote by V (λ) the
irreducible representation of the simply-connected cover of G having highest weight
λ. We then have a projective representation
ϕλ : G→ PGL(V (λ)).
Moreover, the G-orbit of the highest weight line in V (λ) yields the unique closed
orbit in the projectivization PV (λ); it is isomorphic to G/Pλ, where the parabolic
subgroup Pλ only depends on the type of λ, i..e., the set of simple roots that are
orthogonal to that weight.
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The closure of the image of ϕλ in the projective space PEndV (λ) will be denoted
by Xλ. This is a projective variety on which G×G acts via its action on PEndV (λ)
by left and right multplication. Moreover, Xλ contains a unique closed orbit of G×G;
it is isomorphic to G/Qλ×G/Pλ, where Qλ denotes the parabolic subgroup containing
T and opposite to Pλ.
When the dominant weight λ is regular,Xλ turns out to be smooth and independent
of the choice of λ; this defines the wonderful compactification X of G. The boundary
X \G is a union of ℓ irreducible divisors D1, · · · , Dℓ with smooth normal crossings.
The G × G-orbits in X are indexed by the subsets of {1, . . . , ℓ}, by assigning to
each such subset I = {i1, . . . , is} the unique open orbit OI in the partial intersection
Di1 ∩ · · · ∩ Dis. In particular, the open orbit X
0 is O∅ = (G × G)/diag(G), and
the closed orbit is O{1,··· ,ℓ}. Each orbit closure is equipped with a G×G-equivariant
fibration
fI : OI → G/QI ×G/PI ,
where PI denotes the parabolic subgroup associated with the dominant weight
∑
i∈I ̟i,
and QI stands for the opposite parabolic subgroup. The fiber of fI at the base point
of G/QI×G/PI is isomorphic to the wonderful compactification of the adjoint group
of LI := PI ∩ QI (a Levi subgroup of both). In particular, the closed orbit O1,...,ℓ
is isomorphic to G/B × G/B. These results are due to De Concini and Procesi (see
[dCP]) in the more general setting of symmetric spaces of adjoint type.
For an arbitrary λ, the variety Xλ is usually singular; its normalization X
n
λ only
depends on the type of λ (criteria for normality and smoothness of Xλ are ob-
tained in [BGMR, Thm. A, Thm. B]). The homomorphism ϕλ extends to a G × G-
equivariant morphism X → Xλ that we shall still denote by ϕλ. The pull-backs
LX(λ) := ϕ∗λOPEndV (λ)(1), λ ∈ Λ
+, are exactly the globally generated line bundles
on X ; moreover, LX(λ) is ample if and only if λ is regular. In particular, X admits
a unique minimal ample line bundle, namely, LX(ρ). The assignment λ 7→ LX(λ)
extends to an isomorphism Λ
∼=
→ Pic(X) (see e.g. [BK, Prop. 6.1.11]).
We shall index the boundary divisors so that OX(Di) = LX(αi) for i = 1, . . . , ℓ.
Thus, Di comes with a homogeneous fibration over G/Qi × G/Pi, where Pi denotes
the maximal parabolic subgroup associated with the fundamental weight ̟i, and Qi
denotes its opposite.
We now investigate the closures in X of the images of the multiplicative one-
parameter subgroups η : Gm → G, and determine the degrees of the line bundles
LX(λ) on these rational curves. Recall that every such η is conjugate in G to a
dominant one-parameter subgroup of T . Since LX(λ) is invariant under conjugation,
we may assume that η : Gm → T is dominant. We may further assume that η
is indivisible in the lattice of one-parameter subgroups of T ; equivalently, η is an
isomorphism over its image.
Lemma 3.1. Let η : Gm → T be a dominant indivisible one-parameter subgroup,
and denote again by η : P1 → X the corresponding morphism, with image Cη. Then
(i) η(0) ∈ OI , where I := {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 〈αi, η〉 6= 0}. Also, η(∞) ∈ OJ , where
J := {j | 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, 〈w0αj , η〉 6= 0}.
(ii) Cη is smooth if and only if there exists i such that 〈αi, η〉 = 1.
(iii) deg η∗LX(λ) = 〈λ− w0λ, η〉 for any λ ∈ Λ.
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Proof. Recall that the closure T of T in X contains an open affine T × T -subset
T 0, isomorphic to the affine space A
ℓ on which T × T acts linearly with weights
(α1,−α1), . . . , (αℓ,−αℓ). Moreover, T is the union of the conjugates wT 0w
−1, where
w ∈ W , and the pull-back of LX(λ) to wT 0w−1 has a trivializing section (as a T ×T -
linearized line bundle) of weight (wλ,−wλ); see [BK, Lem. 6.1.6, Prop. 6.2.3] for
these results.
Since η is dominant, it extends to a morphism A1 → T 0, t 7→ (t〈α1,η〉, . . . , t〈αℓ,η〉),
where T 0 is identified with A
ℓ as above. In particular, η(0) ∈ T 0; moreover, Cη is
smooth at η(0) if and only if there exists i such that 〈αi, η〉 = 1. Also, the one-
parameter subgroup −w0η : Gm → T , t 7→ w0(t−1) is dominant, and hence extends
to a morphism A1 → T 0, t 7→ (t〈−w0α1),η〉, . . . , t〈−w0αℓ,η〉). Since −w0 permutes the
simple roots, it follows that η(∞) = (−η)(0) ∈ w0T 0w0; moreover, Cη is smooth at
η(∞) if and only if there exists i such that 〈αi, η〉 = 1. This proves (i) and (ii).
For (iii), note that η∗LX(λ) is a Gm-linearized line bundle on P1 with weights 〈λ, η〉
at 0 and 〈w0λ, η〉 at ∞. Since the degree of such a line bundle is the difference of its
weights, this yields our assertion. 
Next, we consider the curves obtained as closures of the additive one-parameter
subgroups associated with the roots; these curves are clearly rational, and smooth
by Lemma 2.4. For any α ∈ R, we denote by Uα the corresponding root subgroup
of G (with Lie algebra the root subspace gα ⊂ g) and by Cα the closure of Uα in X .
Since α is conjugate in W to a dominant root, we may assume α dominant; then α
is either the highest root or the highest short root of an irreducible component of the
root system R. The highest roots are of special interest in view of the following:
Lemma 3.2. The irreducible B-stable curves through x (the neutral element of G)
are exactly Cθ1, . . . , Cθm, where θ1, . . . , θm denote the highest roots of R.
Proof. The isotropy representation of the homogeneous space (G×G)/diag(G) is the
adjoint representation of G in g; this is the direct sum of irreducible representations
with highest weights θ1, . . . , θm. Since these weights are linearly independent, the
assertion follows from Lemma 2.2. 
To analyze further these curves associated with the highest roots, we may and shall
assume that G is simple, by using the decompositions (1.1) and (1.2); we denote the
highest root by θ. We shall need the following observation:
Lemma 3.3.
(i) We have 〈α, θ∨〉 = 0 or 1 for any α ∈ R+ such that α 6= θ.
(ii) If G is of type Aℓ, then 〈αi, θ∨〉 = 1 if and only if i = 1 or i = ℓ. If G is not of
type A, then there is a unique simple root αi0 such that 〈αi0, θ
∨〉 = 1.
Proof. (i) follows from [Bo, VI.1.8, Prop. 25].
(ii) is checked by inspection (see also [CP, Table I]). 
We now obtain an analogue of Lemma 3.1 for the curve Cθ:
Lemma 3.4.
(i) For any λ ∈ Λ, we have LX(λ) · Cθ = 〈λ, θ∨〉.
(ii) Let y denote the unique point of Cθ \ Uθ (the point at infinity of Cθ). Then
y ∈ O1,ℓ if G is of type Aℓ, and y ∈ Oi0 otherwise.
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Proof. (i) The coroot θ∨ is a dominant one-parameter subgroup of T , and satisfies
w0θ
∨ = −θ∨. Thus, deg(θ∨)∗LX(λ) = 2〈λ, θ∨〉 by Lemma 3.1. We now relate Cθ with
the curve Cθ∨ , the image of θ
∨ : P1 → X . For this, we consider the subgroup Gθ ⊂ G
generated by Uθ and U−θ. Then Gθ is the image of a homomorphism h : SL2 → G;
in particular, Gθ is semisimple with maximal torus the image of θ
∨ (viewed as a
one-parameter subgroup of T ). Recall from Lemma 3.3 that 〈αi, θ∨〉 = 1 for some i.
It follows that θ∨ is indivisible, and (using Lemma 3.1 again) Cθ∨ is smooth. Also,
θ∨(−1) = h(−id) is a central element of Gθ, and is non-trivial since θ∨ is indivisible.
So Gθ is isomorphic to SL2 via h, and the closure Gθ ⊂ X may be viewed as an
SL2× SL2-equivariant compactification of SL2. Using the local structure theorem as
in [T, Sec. 6], one obtains that Gθ is smooth.
Consider the standard compactification SL2, the closure of SL2 ⊂ End(C
2) in
P(End(C2) ⊕ C). This is a smooth quadric with equation ad − bc = z2, and the
boundary SL2 \ SL2 is the quadric (ad− bc = z = 0), an irreducible divisor on which
SL2× SL2 acts transitively with isotropy group a Borel subgroup. In view of Lemma
2.7, it follows that the equivariant rational map SL2 99K Gθ is a bijective morphism,
and hence an isomorphism. The closure in SL2 of the diagonal torus is the conic
(ad = z2, b = c = 0), while the closure of the upper triangular unipotent subgroup
is the line (a = d = z, b = 0). Thus, 2Cθ is rationally equivalent to Cθ∨ in Gθ; this
implies our formula.
(ii) In view of (i) and Lemma 3.3, we have Di0 · Cθ = 1 and Di · Cθ = 0 for i 6= i0,
when G is not of type A. It follows that y sits in Di0 and in no other boundary
divisor. Also, D1 · Cθ = Dℓ · Cθ = 1 and Di · Cθ = 0 for 1 < i < ℓ, when G is of type
A. In that case, y sits in D1 ∩Dℓ and in no other boundary divisor. This yields our
assertion by using the fact that OI = (
⋂
i∈I Di)\ (
⋃
j /∈I Dj) for any I ⊂ {1 . . . , ℓ}. 
Remark 3.5. We still assume that G is simple, and in addition that it has two root
lengths; we denote by θs the highest short root. Then we have LX(λ) · Cθs = 〈λ, θ
∨
s 〉
for any λ ∈ Λ. Moreover, the point at infinity ys of Cθs sits in a G × G-orbit Oi of
codimension 1.
Indeed, the root system R is of type Bℓ, Cℓ, F4 or G2. In type Bℓ, where ℓ ≥ 3, one
has 〈α1, θ∨s 〉 = 2 and 〈αi, θ
∨
s 〉 = 0 for all i ≥ 2. In particular, θ
∨
s = 2η for an indivisible
one-parameter subgroup η : Gm → T . In that case, the subgroup Gθs ⊂ G generated
by Uθs and U−θs is isomorphic to PGL2, and one obtains that Cθs and Cη are lines
in Gθs
∼= P3. Then one concludes by using Lemma 3.1. Note that D1 · Cθs = 2 and
Di · Cθs = 0 for all i ≥ 2; thus, ys ∈ O1.
In type Cℓ (ℓ ≥ 3), one has 〈α2, θ∨s 〉 = 1 and 〈αi, θ
∨
s 〉 = 0 for all i 6= 2. In that case,
θ∨s is indivisible and the assertion follows by arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.4;
here ys ∈ O2.
The cases of F4 and G2 are similar; in the former one, one obtains 〈α4, θ∨s 〉 = 1
and 〈αi, θ∨s 〉 = 0 for all other i, so that ys ∈ O4. For G2, one has 〈α1, θ
∨
s 〉 = 1 and
〈α2, θ∨s 〉 = 0, so that ys ∈ O1.
Remark 3.6. We have L · C ≥ ℓ for any ample line bundle L on X and any curve
C through x. In particular, X is not covered by lines when ℓ ≥ 2.
Indeed, note first that C is rationally equivalent to an effective 1-cycle stable by B
whose support contains x. To see this, consider the Chow variety Chowx of effective
1-cycles through x, which has a natural B-action. The closure of the B-orbit of
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[C] ∈ Chowx is then a rational variety, on which B has a fixed point [γ]. Thus, the
curve C is rationally equivalent to the effective 1-cycle γ.
Next, by Lemma 3.2 and the description of ample line bundles on X , it suffices to
check that LX(ρ) · Cθ ≥ ℓ, i.e., 〈ρ, θ∨〉 ≥ ℓ in view of Lemma 3.4. But this follows
from the fact that θ∨ =
∑ℓ
i=1miα
∨
i , where the mi are positive integers.
Yet X is covered by strict transforms of lines under some morphism ϕλ : X → Xλ,
unless G is of type E8 (recall that these morphisms yield all contractions from X).
Indeed, by the above argument, Xλ is covered by lines if and only if 〈λ, θ∨〉 = 1.
In turn, this is equivalent to λ = ̟i, where mi = 1. The list of these fundamental
weights according to the type of G is as follows:
Aℓ : all
Bℓ : ̟1, ̟ℓ
Cℓ : all
Dℓ : ̟1, ̟ℓ−1, ̟ℓ
E6 : ̟1, ̟6
E7 : ̟7
E8 : none
F4 : ̟4
G2 : ̟1.
By [BGMR, Thm. A], Xλ is normal in all these cases, except for (Bℓ, ̟1) and
(Cℓ, ̟ℓ). Also, Xλ is smooth in the cases (Aℓ, ̟1), (Aℓ, ̟ℓ), (Bℓ, ̟ℓ) and (G2, ̟1)
only, as follows from [BGMR, Thm. B].
The weights in the above list include the minuscule weights, i.e., those fundamental
weights ̟i such that α
∨
i has coefficient 1 in the highest coroot, θ
∨
s . When G is simply
laced (i.e., all roots have the same length), one has θ∨s = θ and hence one gets exactly
the minuscule weights. In the non-simply laced case, one obtains additional weights
for each type.
4. Proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.2
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 3.2, K is unique and Kx is
smooth and connected. The assertion that τ is an isomorphism will be checked
separately in types other than A (case (ii)) and in type A (case (iii)).
By Proposition 2.6 again, G has a unique closed orbit in Kx, namely, that of Cθ. By
Lemma 3.2, the isotropy group of Cθ in G is the parabolic subgroup Pθ, the stabilizer
of the highest weight line [gθ] ∈ Pg. Thus, G ·Cθ ∼= G/Pθ is the adjoint variety in the
sense of [CP]; it may be viewed as the projectivization POmin, where Omin denotes
the minimal (non-zero) nilpotent orbit, i.e., the G-orbit of any non-zero point in gθ.
By Lemma 3.3, Pθ is the maximal parabolic subgroup Pi0 associated with the simple
root αi0 when G is not of type A; in type Aℓ, we have Pθ = P1 ∩ Pℓ.
The dimension of Kx is given by −KX ·Cθ− 2 by [Hw, Prop. 2.3]. In view of [BK,
Prop. 6.1.11], we have OX(−KX) = LX(κ), where
κ := 2ρ+
ℓ∑
i=1
αi.
By Lemma 3.4, it follows that
dimKx = 〈κ, θ
∨〉 − 2.
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Lemma 4.1. (i) If g is of type Aℓ (ℓ ≥ 2), then 〈κ, θ∨〉 = dimPOmin + 3.
(ii) If g is not of type A, then 〈κ, θ∨〉 = dimPOmin + 2.
Proof. The dimension of G/Pθ is the number of positive roots non-orthogonal to θ.
In view of Lemma 3.3 (i), this implies that
dimPOmin = (
∑
α∈R+
〈α, θ∨〉)− 1 = 〈2ρ, θ∨〉 − 1.
Also, by Lemma 3.3 (ii), we have 〈
∑
i αi, θ
∨〉 = 2 for G of type Aℓ (l ≥ 2), and
〈
∑
i αi, θ
∨〉 = 1 otherwise. 
When G is not of type A, Lemma 4.1 yields that dim Cx = dimKx = dimPOmin.
Since POmin is the closed orbit in Pg, it follows that Cx = POmin. As the rational
map τ : Kx 99K Cx is G-equivariant, it must be an isomorphism. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.1 in that case.
When G is of type Aℓ, we may assume that G = PGLℓ+1 and T (resp. B) is the
image in G of the group of diagonal (resp. upper triangular) invertible matrices. Let
η : Gm → T denote the image of the one-parameter subgroup t 7→ diag(t, 1, . . . , 1)
of GLℓ+1. Then η is dominant and η − w0η = θ∨. So Lemma 3.4 yields that
deg η∗LX(λ) = 〈λ, θ∨〉 = LX(λ) · Cθ. As a consequence, the image Cη of η in
RatCurvesn(X) has minimal degrees. Since Cη meets X
0, it sits in a covering family
of rational curves of minimal degrees. But every such family is minimal, since its im-
age in the Chow variety is closed (see the proof of Theorem IV.2.4 in [Ko] for details).
Thus, Cη ∈ Kx by the uniqueness of K. The stabilizer of Cη under the action of G is
the normalizer of the image of η, that is, the image in PGLℓ+1 of GLℓ ⊂ GLℓ+1. Thus,
the G-orbit of Cη has dimension 2ℓ = 〈κ, θ∨〉−2 = dimKx. Since Kx is irreducible, it
is the G-orbit closure of Cη, an equivariant compactification of PGLℓ+1 /GLℓ. This
homogeneous variety has another equivariant compactification, Pℓ × (Pℓ)∗, with ho-
mogeneous and irreducible boundary: the incidence variety. By Lemma 2.7 and the
smoothness of Kx, it follows that Kx = P
ℓ × (Pℓ)∗. Moreover, the tangent line of Cη
at x is spanned by the differential of η at 1, which is the image in g = End(Cℓ+1)/Cid
of the projection of Cℓ+1 onto the first coordinate line. The orbit of that line is open
in Cx, which is thus the image of Pℓ × (Pℓ)∗ (the variety of projections onto lines) in
Pg under the rational map PEnd(Cℓ+1) 99K P(End(Cℓ+1)/Cid) = Pg (the projection
with center [id]). Since ℓ ≥ 2, the secant variety of Pℓ × (Pℓ)∗ does not contain [id];
hence Pℓ × (Pℓ)∗ is sent isomorphically to its image in Pg. Using Lemma 2.7 again,
we conclude that τ : Kx 99K Cx is an isomorphism. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Let K be a family of minimal rational curves on X . Then
Kx contains some irreducible B-stable curve Cθi by Lemma 3.2. As a consequence,
every curve C in Kx satisfies L ·C = L ·Cθi for any line bundle L on X . Also, recall
the decomposition (1.2), where Cθi ⊂ Xi. Thus, L·C = 0 whenever L is the pull-back
of a ample line bundle on some factor Xj with j 6= i. Thus, C is contracted by the
corresponding projection X → Xj , i.e., C is contained in Xi. 
5. Geometric constructions of the minimal rational curves
Consider first a simple group G of adjoint type Aℓ, where ℓ ≥ 2; then G = PGL(V ),
where dim(V ) = ℓ + 1. The wonderful compactification admits a G×G-equivariant
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morphism f : X → PEnd(V ), which restricts to an isomorphism over the open orbit
PGL(V ). We recall a classical description of f as a sequence of blow-ups with smooth
centers, see e.g. [V, Thm. 1].
The G × G-orbit closures in PEnd(V ) are exactly the loci Yi of endomorphisms
of rank ≤ i, where i = 1, . . . , ℓ + 1; we have Y1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Yℓ ⊂ Yℓ+1 = PEnd(V ) and
Yi is the singular locus of Yi+1. Put X0 = PEnd(V ) (so that X0 = X̟1) and let
πi : Xi → Xi−1, i = 1, . . . , ℓ− 1, be the blow-up of Xi−1 along the strict transform of
Yi. Then X = Xℓ−1 and f is the composition πℓ−1 ◦ · · · ◦ π1.
In particular, Y1 is the closed G × G-orbit in PEnd(V ), the image of the Segre
embedding PV × PV ∗ → P(V ⊗ V ∗) = PEnd(V ). Moreover, the closed orbit POmin
is the incidence variety in PV × PV ∗, and Y1 \ POmin is a unique orbit of G×G.
Proposition 5.1. With the above notation, the family of minimal rational curves
Kx consists of the strict transforms in X of the lines in PEnd(V ) through x that
intersect Y1.
Proof. Consider the lines in PEnd(V ) that intersect both the open orbit PGL(V )
and the closed orbit Y1. Since ℓ ≥ 2, every such line meets Y1 at a unique point. By
[FH, Prop. 9.7], the strict transforms of these lines form a family of minimal rational
curves K1 on X1 = BlY1(PEnd(V )), whose VMRT at the point x is the image of
Y1 ⊂ PEnd(V ) under the linear projection PEnd(V ) 99K P(End(V )/[id]). Also, this
projection maps Y1 isomorphically to its image.
Since the join variety J(Y1, Yi) is contained in Yi+1, the lines in PEnd(V ) intersect-
ing PGL(V ) and Y1 are disjoint from Yi \ Y1 for all i = 2, . . . , ℓ− 1. Hence the strict
transforms of these lines are disjoint from the strict transforms of Yi, i = 2, . . . , ℓ− 1.
It follows that the strict transforms of these lines in X form a family K of minimal
rational curves with the same VMRT as that on X1. This concludes the proof by the
uniqueness of K (Proposition 2.6). 
Next, consider a simple group H of adjoint type Cℓ, i.e., H = PSp(V ), where
dim(V ) = 2ℓ. Then H is the fixed point subgroup of an involutive automorphism
σ of PGL(V ) =: G. Choose a maximal torus TH ⊂ H ; then the centralizer of TH
in G is a maximal torus, T . Moreover, T is contained in a σ-stable Borel subgroup
B ⊂ G, and BH := B ∩H is a Borel subgroup of H ; the roots of (H, TH) are exactly
the restrictions of the roots of (G, T ) (see [Bo, VIII.13.3]). Consider the wonderful
compactifications H ⊂ Y and G ⊂ X . Then σ extends to a unique involution of
X , still denoted by σ. Moreover, Y may be identified with a component of the fixed
locus Xσ, in view of [Ka, Thm. 4.7]; this identifies the base point x ∈ X with that
of Y .
Proposition 5.2. Under the above identification, the family of minimal rational
curves KY,x is identified with KσX,x. The latter is the image of the closed immersion
ι : PV → PV ×PV ∗, [v] 7→ ([v], [v∗]), where v 7→ v∗ denotes the isomorphism V → V ∗
associated with the symplectic form defining PSp(V ).
Proof. By construction, σ acts on the root system R and fixes the highest root θ.
One checks that Uθ ⊂ H , and hence Cθ ⊂ Y with the notation of Lemma 3.2. It
follows that KY,x ⊂ KX,x. Also, σ acts on KX,x and fixes KY,x pointwise. Under
the isomorphism KX,x ∼= PV × PV
∗, the action of σ is identified with ([v], [f ]) 7→
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([f ∗], [v∗]). Thus, KY,x is contained in the image of ι. Since H acts transitively on
PV , we must have KY,x = ι(PV ). 
Remark 5.3. We may consider a similar construction in type Bℓ, ℓ ≥ 2, that is, H =
SO(V ) ⊂ PGL(V ) = G, where dim(V ) = 2ℓ+1. Then the wonderful compactification
Y is still contained in X as a component of the fixed locus of an involution σ, by [Ka,
Thm. 4.7] again. But one may check that CY,x is not contained in CX,x in that case.
We now obtain an alternative description of the minimal rational curves, for any
simple group G of type 6= A. Recall that Pθ is then the maximal parabolic subgroup
Pi0. Moreover, the boundary divisor Di0 admits a G × G-equivariant morphism to
G/Qi0 × G/Pi0 , where Qi0 denotes the maximal parabolic subgroup opposite to Pi0
(note that Qi0 = w0Pi0w0, since w0(αi0) = −αi0). We denote by
p : Oi0 → G/Pi0 = G/Pθ
the resulting projection; then p is G-equivariant for the right action of G on Di0 .
Proposition 5.4.
(i) Every C ∈ Kx intersects Oi0 transversally at a unique point, denoted by f(C).
(ii) The assignment C 7→ p(f(C)) yields a G-equivariant isomorphism Kx
∼=
→ G/Pθ.
(iii) The morphism ϕθ : X → Xθ ⊂ PEnd(g) contracts Di0 to the closed G×G-orbit,
isomorphic to G/Pθ ×G/Pθ.
(iv) For any C ∈ Kx, the image ϕθ(C) is a smooth conic in PEnd(g), which intersects
G/Pθ × G/Pθ at a unique point, fθ(C) ∈ diag(G/Pθ). Moreover, the assignment
C 7→ fθ(C), Kx → G/Pθ gives back the isomorphism p ◦ f .
Proof. (i) We have Di · C = Di · Cθ for i = 1, . . . , ℓ. This implies our assertion by
arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.4.
(ii) We claim that the assignment C 7→ f(C) is a morphism. To see this, consider
the subvariety Y of the universal family Ux ⊂ X×Kx consisting of those pairs (y, C)
such that y ∈ Oi0 . Then the projection ρ : Ux → Kx restricts to a bijective morphism
Y → Kx in view of (i). Since Kx is smooth, this yields our claim.
By that claim, the assignment C 7→ p(f(C)) yields a morphism, which is clearly
equivariant. Since Kx ∼= G/Pθ by Theorem 1.1, we thus obtain an equivariant endo-
morphism of G/Pθ. But the identity is the unique such endomorphism, since Pθ is
its own normalizer in G.
(iii) Recall that the orbit Oi0 contains a point xi0 fixed by Ru(Pθ)×Ru(Pθ), where
Ru stands for the unipotent radical. Thus, ϕθ(xi0) ∈ PEnd(g) ∼= P(g
∗ ⊗ g) is also
fixed by Ru(Pθ)× Ru(Pθ). But we have
P(g∗ ⊗ g)Ru(Pθ)×Ru(Pθ) = P((g∗)Ru(Pθ))× P(gRu(Pθ)).
Moreover, gRu(Pθ) is a representation of the Levi subgroup Lθ with a unique highest
weight line: gθ, stable by Lθ. It follows that g
Ru(Pθ) is just the highest weight line
gθ; likewise, (g
∗)Ru(Pθ) is the highest weight line. Thus, ϕθ(xi0) sits in the closed
G×G-orbit; this yields our assertion.
(iv) We have LX(θ) · C = LX(θ) · Cθ = 〈θ, θ∨〉 = 2. Thus, ϕθ(C) is a conic.
Moreover, ϕθ(Cθ) is smooth by Lemma 2.4, and intersects the closed G×G-orbit at
a unique point, fixed by diag(B); thus, this point is identified with the base point of
G/Pθ ×G/Pθ. The remaining assertions follow by using (i) and Theorem 1.1. 
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Remark 5.5. By [BGMR, Thm. A, Thm. B] again, Xθ is smooth in types Aℓ and
G2; normal and singular in types Cℓ (ℓ ≥ 3), Dℓ, E6, E7 and E8; non-normal in the
remaining types, Bℓ and F4.
Also, the above constructions can be adapted to the type Aℓ: then every C ∈ Kx
intersects transversally the boundary divisor D1 at a unique point, and likewise for
Dℓ. Using the projections D1 → G/P1 ∼= Pℓ and Dℓ → G/Pℓ ∼= (Pℓ)∗, one obtains
a PGLℓ+1-equivariant morphism f : Kx → Pℓ × (Pℓ)∗, which is thus identified with
an equivariant endomorphism of Pℓ × (Pℓ)∗. One concludes as above that f is an
isomorphism, by using the fact that the isotropy group of the open orbit (the image
of GLℓ in PGLℓ+1) is its own normalizer. But this construction just yields a variant
of that considered in Proposition 5.1.
6. An application
We return to the general setup of the introduction, where X is a projective uniruled
manifold and K ⊂ RatCurvesn(X) a family of minimal rational curves. Let C be
the subvariety of the projectivized tangent bundle PT (X) formed by VMRTs of K,
namely the fiber of C → X at a general point x ∈ X is the VMRT Cx ⊂ PTx(X).
A germ of holomorphic vector field v at x is said to preserve C if the local one-
parameter family of biholomorphisms integrating v lifts to local biholomorphisms of
PT (X) preserving C. The set of all such germs forms a Lie algebra, called the Lie
algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms of the VMRT structure C at x, to be denoted
by aut(C, x). The manifold X is said to have the Liouville property with respect to
K if every infinitesimal automorphism of C at a general point x ∈ X extends to a
global holomorphic vector field on some Zariski open subset of X . In particular, if
aut(C, x) = aut(X) (the Lie algebra of global holomorphic vector fields), then X has
the Liouville property.
As an application of Theorem 1.1, we shall prove:
Proposition 6.1. Let X be the wonderful compactification of a simple algebraic group
G of adjoint type. Assume that G is not of type A1 or C. Then X has the Liouville
property.
Proof. Assume first that G is of type Aℓ (ℓ ≥ 2). Let Y1 = PV × PV ∗ ⊂ PEnd(V ) be
the Segre embedding. Then the blow-up BlY1(PEnd(V )) has the Liouville property
by [FH, Thm. 9.6]. It follows then from [FH, Prop. 9.4] that X has the Liouville
property as well.
Next, assume G is not of type A nor of type C. By Theorem 1.1, the VMRT
Cx ⊂ PTx(X) of X at a general point x is POmin = G/Pθ ⊂ Pg. Using [D, Thm. 1],
it follows that the natural map g → aut(Cx) is an isomorphism. Consider the affine
cone Cˆx ⊂ Tx(X) and its Lie algebra of linear infinitesimal automorphisms, aut(Cˆx);
then we obtain aut(Cˆx) ∼= g⊕ C.
We now use a theorem of Cartan and Kobayashi-Nagano (cf. [FH, Thm. 1.1]); to
state it, we need the notion of prolongation. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector
space and l ⊂ End(V ) a Lie subalgebra. The k-th prolongation (denoted by l(k)) of
g is defined by l(k) = Hom(Symk+1 V, V ) ∩ Hom(Symk V, l), where the intersection is
taken in (V ∗)⊗(k+1) ⊗ V = (V ∗)⊗k ⊗ End(V ). The theorem asserts that if V is an
irreducible representation of l, and if l(2) 6= 0, then l = gl(V ), sl(V ), sp(V ) or csp(V ).
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Moreover, if l(2) = 0 but l(1) 6= 0, then l ⊂ End(V ) is the isotropy representation of an
irreducible Hermitian symmetric space of compact type, different from the projective
space.
Applying this result to aut(Cˆx) ⊂ End(g), we obtain that aut(Cˆx)
(1) = 0. In view
of [FH, Def. 5.3, Prop. 5.10], it follows that
(6.1) dim aut(C, x) ≤ dim(G) + dim aut(Cˆx) = 2n+ 1,
where n := dim(G) = dim(X). On the other hand, we have aut(X) ⊂ aut(C, x),
since the action of Aut(X) preserves the VMRT structure C on X . Now recall from
[Br, Ex. 2.4.5] that the natural map g⊕ g→ aut(X) is an isomorphism (in all types
except A1). This gives the inequalities 2n = dim aut(X) ≤ dim(aut(C, x) ≤ 2n+ 1.
If dim aut(C, x) = 2n, then X has the Liouville property. So we may assume
that dim aut(C, x) = 2n + 1. Then the inequality in (6.1) is an equality, which
implies by [FH, Cor. 5.13] that the VMRT structure C is locally flat, that is, for a
general point x ∈ X , there exists an analytic open subset U ⊂ X , an analytic open
subset W ⊂ Cn and a biholomorphic map φ : U → W such that the induced map
dφ : PT (U)→ PT (W ) sends C|U to W × Cx.
By [FH, Prop. 5.14], it follows that aut(C, x) = V ⊕ aut(Cˆx), where V denotes the
abelian Lie algebra of dimension n. Since aut(Cˆx, x) = g⊕C, this gives an inclusion of
Lie algebras: aut(X) = g⊕g ⊂ V ⊕g⊕C, which is not possible since g is simple. 
Combining Proposition 6.1 with [FH, Prop. 9.5], we obtain the following:
Corollary 6.2. Assume that G is not of type A1 or C. Then for any projective
variety Y and any family of morphisms {ft : Y → X, |t| < 1}, where f0 is surjective,
there exists a family of automorphisms σt : X → X such that ft = σt ◦ f0.
Remark 6.3. When G is of type A1, the variety X is isomorphic to P
3, which does
not have the Liouville property. The statement in Corollary 6.2 also fails in this case.
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